Aequora: Teaching Literacy with Latin
Teacher’s Manual
Introduction
An introduction to the Latin language is a powerful educational tool for improving the literacy of elementary
school students. Studies indicate that Latin education can have a positive impact on English literacy of both
high performing and struggling elementary school students by broadening English vocabulary knowledge and
by helping students develop an understanding of the structure of the English language.
By combining engaging, multi-sensory language instruction that focuses on speaking and listening with an
introduction to the culture of the ancient Roman world, Aequora: Teaching Literacy with Latin provides an
interdisciplinary Latin education and combines an introduction to the Latin language and it’s relationship to
English with an introduction to elements of Roman culture and mythology that continue to influence western
art, literature, and politics.
Aequora: Literacy with Latin meets several of the English Language Arts Standards of the Common Core State
Standards Initiative. The Language Arts Standards include skills such as determining the meaning of academic
and domain-specific words and phrases, reading unfamiliar multisyllabic words using knowledge of morphology
like roots and affixes, and using context to confirm word recognition and understanding. Throughout the
curriculum, students are introduced to the different parts of speech and Latin vocabulary with hundreds of
English derivatives. Students participate in activities that reinforce the parts of speech in a variety of different
contexts, in both Latin and English, and complete exercises that teach them how to identify Latin roots in
English derivatives and determine the meanings of words through their knowledge of Latin roots.
This textbook is comprised of eleven units, and each unit contains three lessons, along with three review units,
which are the equivalent of one lesson each. Each unit’s lessons are organized as follows:
● Part of speech
● Roman culture
● Roman mythology
Students are introduced to a new part of speech in each unit, as well as new vocabulary, and the part of
speech and vocabulary are complemented by the Roman culture and Roman mythology lessons. For example,
students are introduced to prepositions, both the Latin vocabulary and their function in English, and they put
their knowledge of prepositions to use in a Roman culture lesson on the city of Rome and a Roman mythology
lesson on Aeneas’ journey. Students are asked to use Latin prepositions to follow Romulus around Rome and
to describe Aeneas’ travels. You can find a detailed description of a lesson in the section titled “Elements of a
Lesson”.

Objectives
The objectives of this textbook are to teach students to:
1. Demonstrate a basic understanding of the conventions of standard written Latin, including grammar,
usage, and mechanics.
2. Gain knowledge and an understanding of the Latin culture and its influence on the present.
3. Recite orally basically Latin phrases and vocabulary.
4. Reinforce elementary level phonics and word recognition, conventions of standard English, and
vocabulary acquisition and usage.

5. Determine word meanings and build vocabulary by using knowledge of Latin word roots and affixes.
6. Demonstrate linguistic awareness by comparing and contrasting English and Latin grammar.
7. Analyze and synthesize Latin roots to support understanding of scientific and technical vocabulary.

Pronunciation Guide
The following pronunciation guide has been simplified for the purposes of this textbook. If a letter is not
included, it is because the pronunciation is the same as in English. The most basic rule is to pronounce every
letter and syllable in a Latin word. For example, the Latin word “Salve” is pronounced “sal-way,” pronouncing
the “e” at the end. It should not be pronounced like the English word, “salve” which has a final silent “e.” The
only exceptions to this are a few common diphthongs, outlined here.
a

As in father

c

Always hard as in carnivore

g

Always hard as in girl

v

Sounds like a w as in water

i/j

When found at the beginning of a word before a
vowel, sounds like y as in yes

au

Diphthong - sounds like ow as in brown

ae

Diphthong - sounds like eye

Elements of a Lesson
Each lesson is designed to fit in a 45-minute class period, and suggested times for each activity are provided.
However, if you have more than 45 minutes or more than 36 class periods, the activities can be easily
expanded and take more time to complete than what is suggested. Lessons follow a similar format throughout
in order to establish routines with younger learners.
The lesson plans are written as a script, with instructions for the teacher in italics.
Bellringer and Exit Slip
Each lesson includes a Bellringer and Exit Slip question for students to complete individually. We have
provided an optional format for a Bellringer and Exit Slip page to be distributed at the beginning of each lesson
and collected at the end. Bellringers are meant to help students focus and warm up at the beginning of class
as other students arrive and settle into a seat, or as homework is checked and collected. Exit Slips are meant
to review a concept from the day’s lesson and to check for the students’ basic comprehension of the lesson
material.
Vocabulary Drills
Almost every lesson features a short Vocabulary Drill in order to reinforce students’ vocabulary skills. If
additional materials are needed for the activity, they are included with the lesson. Otherwise, you can find a
description of the drills here. It is a great idea to create and maintain a cumulative set or master deck of
vocabulary flashcards, especially for drills such as Vocab Victory and Latin Mum.
Below are descriptions of each Vocabulary Drill.

Notes
Each lesson has a Notes section, which is the meat of the lesson. The students’ workbooks have the same
Notes, sometimes with blanks for them to fill in with either English or Latin words as you read through the
Notes. Sometimes there will also be a brief activity at the end of the Notes to reinforce the information. The
Notes activities are different than the Activities described below.
Activities
Almost every lesson includes an Activity to reinforce the vocabulary, grammar, or culture of the unit.

Vocabulary Drills
Vocab Victory
Materials: timer, master deck of flashcards
Instructions: Set a timer for 1 minute and display the first word in the flashcard deck to the first student. The
student must translate the word or pass to the next student. When a student translates a word correctly, set it
down. Go around the room so that each student has a turn to translate. Students can compete against
themselves to get a certain amount of cards before the timer goes off or you can set a goal for them to work
towards with each round that they play. You can add time as their vocabulary grows.
Latin Mum
Materials: timer, master deck of flashcards, a ball to toss
Instructions: Students stand in a circle. Set a timer for 3-5 minutes. Toss the ball to a student and display the
first word in the flashcard deck to the student who catches it. The student must translate the word correctly
within 5 seconds. The student gets one chance to translate the word correctly, and if his/her translation is
incorrect, the student is out and must sit down. If the translation is correct, the student passes the ball to a
different classmate who receives the next word. Cards are recycled to the bottom of the deck so that they
reappear later. Those students left standing at the end of the time win.
Popcorn Chains
Materials: timer, popcorn strips provided with the lesson to be cut out
Instructions: Each popcorn strip has a Latin word on one side and an English word on the other side. The
words do not match but are meant to be a chain of words that connect to other strips. Distribute popcorn strips
to students. Depending on the number of students in your classroom, you may need a small group to share a
strip or some students to have more than one strip. Pick a student to begin and start the timer. The student
reads the Latin word on his/her popcorn strip and then sits. The student who has the English meaning of the
word that was just read pops up and says the English translation, and then says the next Latin word on the
same strip. The game continues in a chain until you arrive full-circle back to the starter strip. Stop the timer.
Students can exchange their popcorn strips and try to beat their first time in the next round.

Flyswatter
Materials: Several decks of the vocabulary cards provided with the lesson to be cut out
Instructions: Divide students into groups of 2-3 and provide each group with an individual deck of cards. If you
have 30 students, you will need to copy and cut out 10 decks of cards. Keep each deck separate. Direct each
group to spread the cards, Latin side up, on a desk or table space within easy reach of each member of the
group. When you call the English meaning of the word, students have one chance to swat the correct Latin
word. In each group, the student who swats the correct word first takes the card and gets to keep it. The

student with the most cards at the end of the game wins. Circulate the room as you call the Latin words to help
students check their work.
NB: This game can be very exciting for students, so it helps to use some basic attention signals between each
round for students to refocus and to be ready for the next word.
Rapid Fire Charades
Materials: Five words from the current unit
Instructions: Decide on a simple gesture to demonstrate each vocabulary word. Teach the gestures to the
students and have them say the Latin word and English meaning as they act out each gesture. Repeat until
they have mastered the five gestures and five words together. Act out one of the gestures and have the
students guess the Latin word. Direct students to silently choose one of the gestures that you have practiced.
Start with one student who will perform a gesture as the rest of the class calls out the Latin word and its
English meaning. Point to the next student to do the same until all students have had a chance to act out the
gesture that they have chosen.
Counting Game
Materials: ball to toss, timer
Instructions: Practice counting to ten with students, then have them put their notes away. They are going to
see how quickly they can count to ten without using notes. Have students stand in a circle. The first person
with the ball starts with “unum” and then passes the ball to the next person, who will say “duo” and so on until
they reach “decem.” Once a student has had a turn, they must cross their arms to show that they cannot
receive the ball again until all students have had a turn. Time the students to see how long it takes them. Let
them try a few rounds until they achieve a certain goal for time.

Nomen: ____________________________________________________________
Date

Bellringer

Exit Slip

Unit 1
Salve = Hello (to one person)
Salvete = Hello (to more than one person)
Quid tibi nomen est? = What is your name?
Mihi nomen est… = My name is…
Gratias tibi ago = Thank you
Nihil est = It’s nothing (You’re welcome)
Quid agis? = How are you?
Ago bene. = I’m doing well.
Ago male. = I’m doing badly.
Ago optime! = I feel great!
Ago pessime. = I feel horrible.
Vale! = Farewell! (to one person)
Valete! = Farewell! (to more than one person)

Lesson 1.1 : Introduction to Latin
As students get settled, distribute Bellringer pages and direct students to answer the Bellringer question in the
first space.
5 minutes
Bellringer
Welcome to learning Latin – the language of the Ancient Romans! You may have already learned something
about the Romans, or this subject may be completely new to you. Answer one (or both) of the following
questions in the first space of your Bellringer page:
What have you heard about the Ancient Romans before?
What are you most excited to learn about the Ancient Romans?
Write “Salvete” on the board and greet the students:
Salvete! This is one way that the Romans said “hello” to each other, but they had a different way to greet each
other depending if you are greeting one person (Salve) or more than one person (Salvete). Notice that we
pronounce our “v” like a “w.” If I say “Salvete” to all of you, which greeting would you use to say hello to just
me? (Students should respond, “Salve!”) Bene! We will start and end each class with some of the greetings
that you will learn today.
Review the Bellringer question and let some students share their answers.
5 minutes
Passports
Before we learn more about the Ancient Romans, you will need a passport to travel through time. Each of you
will receive a passport with the Roman name and occupation. Notice when your passport is dated and where
your person lived.
Distribute passports and let students have time to explore them. They should write their Roman name on the
cover page of the workbooks.

Extending the Lesson - Mapping it Out
If you have additional time, display a large map of Europe on the board either on a poster or a projector. Let
students mark their character’s home with a sticker or mark the space with a dry erase marker. Once each
student has had a chance to mark their place, ask them to note how much territory the Roman empire covered
throughout history.
15 minutes
Who were the Romans Notes
For now, let’s learn some basics about who the Romans were, when and where they lived, and why it is
important to study Latin. Turn to page 5 in your workbooks that says “Who were the Romans?” at the top to
follow along.
Direct students to fill in the blanks and answer questions as you discuss the basics of Roman history. Prompt
students to use the maps and context clues to guess what some of the blanks could be.
The Romans were an ancient civilization said to have descended from Romulus in 753 BCE.
Roman civilization began in Italy, and kings ruled over Roma (“Rome”). Can you find Italy on the map below?
(Hint: It is the one that looks like a boot!)
Look at the timeline below and notice how we measure time between BCE (Before Common Era) and CE
(Common Era). How many years ago from today was Rome founded?
Explain how we measure time between BCE and CE. Students should add 753 to the current year to get the
correct answer. i.e. 753 + 2016 = 2769 years ago
In 509 BCE, the Romans overthrew their last king and became a res publica (republic). In the time of the
republic, the populus (people) had the right to vote, but only if they were male Roman citizens.
In 27 BCE, the first imperator (“emperor”) Augustus, came to power, and that was the start of the Roman
Empire. The Roman Empire had a very strong and large army, which conquered places like Egypt, North
Africa, Greece, France, Spain, and Great Britain. People from all these places came to live in the city of Rome.
In 476 CE, the Roman empire had too many problems. They were invaded by Germanic tribes and the
western half of the empire fell apart.
From the founding to the fall of Rome, how many years did Roman civilization last? 1229 years
How many years has our own country existed? For the US in the year 2016, this answer would be 240
years. Allow students to discuss this comparison.
The Romans are very important to our society because they invented and improved things that we still use
today like concrete, roads and highways, aqueducts, newspapers, welfare programs, bound books, and the
Julian calendar. Most importantly, the Romans spoke Latin, a language that contains thousands of words and
parts of words that we still use everyday.
15 minutes
Conversational Latin

Now you can start learning the language of the Romans! Turn to the Unit 1 Vocabulary Chart to learn some
useful Latin phrases.
Allow students to repeat these phrases after you to learn pronunciation. Then they should practice basic
conversations with you and with a partner, taking turns asking and answering questions. They can use the
Roman names from their passports to fill in the blank - Mihi nomen est ________ .
*Extension
If you have additional time, ask the students to complete Exercise 1.1 in small groups.

5 minutes
Wrap-up and Exit Slip
Assign homework to students and direct them to answer the Exit Slip question in the appropriate space.
If one teacher says “Valete!” to a group of students, how should they respond?
Answer: Vale!
Collect Exit Slips at the door and bid “Valete” to the students.

Homework Options
- Make flashcards for Unit 1 Vocabulary and review them for 5 minutes each night
- Practice having a conversation in Latin at least 3 times before we meet again
- Complete Exercise 1.1 in your workbook to practice vocabulary
- Research the historical figure in your passport
Answers to Exercise 1.1
1) Salvete! (There were two guards.)
2) Mihi nomen est…
3) Answers will vary – Ago bene/male/optime/pessime
4) Answers will vary, but it should be within the empire
5) Answers will vary, but it should be a date between the years 753 BCE to 476 CE
6) Nihil est
7) Valete!

Lesson 1.2: Romance Languages and Derivatives
5 minutes
Bellringer
Many words in English come from words in Latin.
What Latin word do you think is the root of the English word “valediction”?
Answer: vale
Using your knowledge of the Latin root, what do you think “valediction” means?
A. a good posture
B. a sad song
C. a farewell speech
D. a love note
Answer: C - a farewell speech
After the students have marked their answer on their Bellringer and Exit Slip worksheet, ask the students to
volunteer to answer the question. If the student answers correctly, ask them to explain why they selected their
answer.
5 minutes
Vocabulary Drill - Popcorn Chains
Materials: timer, popcorn strips provided with the lesson to be cut out
Each popcorn strip has a Latin word on one side and an English word on the other side. The words do not
match but are meant to be a chain of words that connect to other strips. Distribute popcorn strips to students.
Depending on the number of students in your classroom, you may need a small group to share a strip or some
students to have more than one strip. Pick a student to begin and start the timer. The student reads the Latin
word on his/her popcorn strip and then sits. The student who has the English meaning of the word that was just
read pops up and says the English translation, and then says the next Latin word on the same strip. The game
continues in a chain until you arrive full-circle back to the starter strip. Stop the timer. Students can exchange
their popcorn strips and try to beat their first time in the next round.
10 minutes
Notes - Romance Languages and Derivatives
Latin was the language of the ancient Romans.. We study Latin today so that we can read exciting stories that
the Romans wrote and because Latin can help us understand other languages, including English.
When people speak a language for a long time, they start pronouncing things differently and using new words.
For example, you probably speak English a little differently from your parents and grandparents. People in
different parts of the country and different parts of the world speak English with different accents and use
different words and phrases.
When the accents and words of two groups become so different that the groups can’t understand each other
anymore, we say that those groups are speaking two different languages. This is how Latin turned into modern
romance languages in different parts of the Roman Empire, like Italy, Spain, and France.
Latin turned into different Romance languages like French, Italian, and Spanish.

Students may also suggest Romanian and Portuguese.
Discussion question:
Do you think that English is a Romance language?
Allow the students a few minutes to discuss.
English is not a Romance language. It just likes to borrow its words from lots of other languages, and those
words are called derivatives.

LATIN ROOT

ENGLISH DERIVATIVES

bene

Benefactor, beneficial, benign, benefit, benevolent,
benediction, benedict

male

Malady, malicious, malevolent, malaria, malnutrition,
malignant, maltreat

optime

Optimize, optimism, optimistic, optimal, optimization

pessime

Pessimist, pessimism, pessimistic

nomen

Nomenclature, nominal, nominate, misnomer,
nominee, denominator

5 minutes
Activity - Find Your Roots
Materials: tape, Latin Roots cards and English derivative cards to be cut out
Instructions: Tape the Latin roots around the classroom and give each student one English derivative card.
You may duplicate the derivative cards if your class size is larger, so some students may have the same
derivatives. Explain to the students that they must look around the room and find the Latin root that matches
with their English derivative. When you say go, they have 5-10 seconds to find their root and stand next to it. If
time allows, shuffle and redistribute the derivative cards to play another round.
20 minutes
Activity - Derivative Trees
Materials: Copies of the Derivative Tree page, string, tape, glue, markers/crayons, and construction paper,
dictionaries
Instructions: Give each student a copy of the Derivative Tree page. Either assign each student a word from the
Latin root/English Derivatives Examples chart or let them choose a Latin root. Instruct them to write their Latin
root in the roots part of their tree. Next instruct them to choose from the English derivatives in the chart and fill
in each branch of their tree with an English derivative. Explain to the students that they have to look up each
English derivative and write the definition and the part of speech in the leaves.
5 minutes
Wrap-Up & Exit Slip
From what Latin root do you think we get the English word, “coagulate”?
Answer: ago

Homework Options
- Complete Exercise 1.2 in your workbook to practice vocabulary
- Choose a different Latin root than used in the Derivative Tree/Word Bombs activity and find and define
three English derivatives
- Teach a friend or family member how to say “hello” and “farewell” in Latin
Answers to Exercise 1.2

1)
2)
3)
4)

ENGLISH DERIVATIVE

LATIN ROOT

prevalent

Vale = be well, farewell

malady

Male = badly

annihilate

Nihil = nothing

misnomer

Nomen = name

grateful

Gratias = thanks

D - Being thankful
A - Completely wiped out
B - Incorrect name
A - Illness

Popcorn Chains Materials

Farewell (to more than one
person)

Ago bene

I feel well.

Quid

What

Nomen

Name

Vale

Farewell! (to one person)

Gratias tibi ago

Thank you.

Optime

Great

Nihil est

It’s nothing (You’re welcome)

Salvete

Hello (to more than one person)

Ago pessime

I feel horrible.

Quid agis?

How are you?

Salve

Hello (to one person)

Ago male

I’m doing badly.

Valete

Find Your Roots Materials

LATIN ROOT:

SALVE
salvage

salvation

LATIN ROOT:

AGO
agency
agile
agenda

agent
agitate
agility

LATIN ROOT:

NIHIL
annihilate annihilation
LATIN ROOT:

VALE
valedictorian

prevalent
ambivalence convalesce

validate

valuable

LATIN ROOT:

GRATIAS
gratify
gratuity

gratitude
ungrateful

Derivative Tree

Latin
Root:

Lesson 1.3: Mythology
5 minutes
Bellringer
Who is your favorite mythological character and why?
Review the Bellringer question and let students share their answers.
Today we are going to learn about Roman mythology, but first we need to make sure we still know some of the
words that the Romans spoke.
3 minutes
Vocabulary Drill - Vocab Victory
Materials: timer, master deck of flashcards
Set a timer for 1 minute and display the first word in the flashcard deck to the first student. The student must
translate the word or pass to the next student. When a student translates a word correctly, set it down. Go
around the room so that each student has a turn to translate. Students can compete against themselves to get
a certain amount of cards before the timer goes off or you can set a goal for them to work towards with each
round that they play.
10 minutes
Notes - What is Mythology
Who knows what a myth is?
The Latin word for myth is fabula.
Myths are stories but not just any old stories.
Myths are tales of gods, heroes, and monsters, and their interactions with people.
The myths that the Romans believed were very important to them. They helped the Romans understand what
made them Roman. The woods, mountains, trees, and rivers where the Romans lived were seen as alive with
divine forces.
Romans loved to make pictures of their gods and goddesses. They painted ____________ of gods and
goddesses and made beautiful ____________ out of marble.
The Roman people also believed they were descendants from the mythological characters in these stories and
they helped them find their place in the world.
Where are you from? What are some stories you know that are important to your friends and family?

25 minutes
Activity - Quis es?
Materials: timer, construction paper, multiple tape dispensers, glue, scissors, God Cards to be cut out.
Distribute the God Cards. Explain to students that they must create a prop that represents their god or goddess
based on the information on their God Cards. For example, if their god is a king, they could make a crown.
Students may be given one god or goddess each or be put into groups and given a god or goddess to share.
Set a timer for 10 minutes. Remind students as the timer gets closer to the end. Once the students have
finished creating their props and cleaned their area, they should be seated with their props and cards, ready to
play.
Stand in front of the room and write, “Quid tibi nomen est?” and “Mihi nomen est ___________” on the board.
Point to yourself and say, “Mihi nomen est (your name).” Ask the students to turn to The Olympians and
Beyond chart on the workbook page 11 and explain that they are now their god or goddess and they must
answer with the name of their god or goddess and explain three facts about themselves. Point to the first
student or group of students and say, “Quid tibi nomen est?” For example, a student could answer, “Mihi
nomen est Jupiter. I am the king of the gods. I rule over the skies with my thunderbolts. My special animal is an
eagle.” Prompt the students with leading questions if they are not giving all the details on their God Cards.
Remind all the the students to take notes in their The Olympians and Beyond chart in their workbooks. Once a
student or group has presented, they may choose a new group to present by pointing to them and asking,
“Quid tibi nomen est?” Continue until all groups have presented.
NB: You may want to distribute a set of supplies around the room to avoid traffic jams.
2 minutes
Wrap Up and Exit Slip
Where do the gods live?
Answer: Mount Olympus
Homework Options
- Exercise 1.3 - Olympians and Beyond activity and crossword
- Have students research the solar system and make a chart with pictures of the god and goddesses
along with their planet.
- Have the students find instances of references to the Olympian gods in their lives. Ask them where they
have seen references to the gods and goddesses in their lives and to track how many times they see
references to mythology for one week. They should look for businesses, advertisements, events,
books, movies or music.
Answers to Olympians and Beyond activity
Jupiter: the skies
Juno: women and marriage
Neptune: the sea
Pluto: the underworld
Mercury: travellers, money, luck, thieves
Vulcan: volcanoes, metalworking, fire, the forge
Apollo: sun, music, medicine
Answers to Olympians and Beyond crossword
Across:

Down:

Minerva: weaving, military strategy, medicine
Diana: hunting
Mars: war; rules over Rome and agriculture
Bacchus: wine, grapes, parties, feasting
Vesta: family, home, the hearth
Ceres: food, harvests, fertility (all things that grow)
Venus: love and beauty

2. Bacchus
7. Mercury
9. Neptune
10. Apollo
11. Venus
12. Diana
13. Mars

1. Jupiter
3. Olympus
4. Ceres
5. Pluto
7. Minerva
8. Vulcan
11. Vesta

God Cards - Quid Tibi Nomen Est?
Copy and cut out the god cards below. You may also want to laminate them for future use.

JUPITER
❖ Jupiter is the King of the
Gods
❖ Jupiter rules over the skies
and has thunderbolts
❖ Jupiter’s animal is an eagle

JUNO
❖ Juno is the Queen of the
gods
❖ Juno rules over women and
marriage
❖ Juno is Jupiter’s sister and
wife!

NEPTUNE
❖ Neptune is the god of the
sea
❖ Neptune is Jupiter’s
brother
❖ Neptune has a trident

PLUTO
❖ Pluto is the God of the
Underworld (Hades)
❖ Pluto is Jupiter’s brother
❖ Pluto has a three-headed
dog named Cerberus

MERCURY
❖ Mercury is a god of
travellers, money, luck and
thieves
❖ Mercury brings messages
from the gods
❖ Mercury has sandals with
wings on them!

VENUS
❖ Venus is the goddess of
love and beauty
❖ Venus was born out of the
sea
❖ Venus is married to Vulcan

VULCAN
❖ Vulcan is the god of
volcanoes, metalworking,
fire and the forge
❖ Vulcan has a limp because
he was once thrown off
Olympus
❖ Vulcan made swords,
shields and fantastic
armour for the gods and
mortals

CERES
❖ Ceres is the goddess of all
the things that grow: food,
agriculture, the harvest and
fertility
❖ Roman people would pray
to Ceres to help with
childbirth and to help with
their crops

APOLLO
❖ Apollo is the god of the sun,
music and medicine
❖ Apollo plays an instrument
called a lyre (a small harp)
❖ Apollo sent human beings
advice about the future
through oracles

MINERVA
❖ Minerva is the goddess of
weaving, military strategies,
and wisdom
❖ Minerva is the daughter of
Zeus
❖ Minerva’s animal is the owl

DIANA
❖ Diana is the goddess of
hunting
❖ Diana has a bow and
arrows
❖ Diana is not interested in
boys or dating and never
wants to get married

MARS
❖ Mars is the god of war
❖ Mars is the guardian god of
Rome and agriculture
❖ The Roman people thought
of Mars as their great-greatgreat grandfather

VESTA
❖ Vesta is the goddess of the
family, home, and hearth
❖ The Romans prayed to
Vesta to keep their families
safe
❖ The Romans celebrated
Vesta by keeping a sacred
fire burning forever

BACCHUS
❖ Bacchus is the god of wine,
grapes, parties, and
feasting
❖ Bacchus loves to have
parties and dance in the
woods
❖ Bacchus has a staff and a
crown of grape leaves

MOUNT OLYMPUS
❖ Olympus is a giant
mountain in Greece
❖ Jupiter and his family live
together on Mount Olympus
❖ The peak of Mount
Olympus is so high it sticks
up into the heavens

